The Purpose Progression
Legacy
Thinking

Modern
Thinking
Shared purpose is the
cornerstone of trusted
partnerships.

To sell product...
Having an elevator pitch or a
value proposition at the
ready...
with no idea if the prospect is
qualified to become a trusted
partner.

Publishing the core values of
the firm as if they were your
own... big mistake.
Not having your own
personal values and
principles available for the
world to see and hear.

Depending on catchphrase
compliant rhetoric that
everyone says and nobody
backs up.
Relying heavily on the firm
and the reputation of the
company that produces the
products.

What he market did in the
past... the rule of 72 and a
whole lotta bullshit.
Thinking you must have
some sort of grandiose
experiences to win over elite
clients.

Purpose

Principles &
Values

Setting and maintaining
client expectations to get and
keep ideal clients begins
with your client-centered
purpose.

Your principles for your
decision making process
must be published.
Your digital footprint must
contain the values from
which you expect be held
accountable.

What must become known...

Beliefs &
Opinions

Experiences

The fundamental truths that
you consider to be rules of
your trade.
The genuine concerns you
have about the industry and
how each affects your ideal
audience.

Sharing your experiences
creates emotional connectors
between you and your ideal
audience.
Building trust in the digital
age is all about sharing your
story... yours must be
published for digital
consumption.

Relying on designations and
industry produced definitions
of your worth.

Defining your expertise is an
exercise that helps guarantee
your relevance.

Pinning your worth on the
whims of the markets.

In your own words.

Industry standard stuff to sell
products.

Expertise

Not setting any behavioral
expectations for prospects
and clients...
Ignoring the weight of
behavior from both client
and advisor as it related to
intended outcomes.

Behavior

There were none...
Ignoring the basic fact that
investing success relies upon
the behavior of your clients.
Putting undue pressure on
return on investment and
guaranteeing conflicts down
the road.

Collaborative
Rules

No excuses to miss this one,
yet some advisors will miss
out on leveraging
transparency in their favor.
Seeing transparency as a
threat rather than the best
opportunity ever.

The era of the seven question
risk assessment are behind
us... yet some advisors will
continue to follow the status
quo.
Not having real conversations
about wealth generation and
protection will be the demise
of many an advisor in the
days to come.

Questions had to be
approved by compliance
because the purpose was to
sell product.
Content didn't matter much
in the past.
Th tri-fold brochure was king
of the marketing castle.

Many advisors willingly
gather metrics for firm or
vendor services that add little
value to their own advisor
alpha.
Gathering industry macrometrics isn't helpful for
individual advisor business
building.

Exuding the expectations
that clients should have of
you is critical.
This creates tangible
accountability and integrity. It
empowers you to promise
the one thing over which you
can control the most... and
expect
reciprocal accountability.

Once you have established
what your clients can expect
from you it is an ideal
opportunity to set behavioral
expectations that you
demand of all trusted
partners.
Not the least of which is open
honest feedback on-demand.

If you have no philosophy or
process that is exclusively
yours, why should anyone pay
you for your services?
Not documenting the
process you are providing
creates holes in your service
model and elicits dissension
among all partners who have
put their faith in you.

This is where you let your
clients and prospects know
how you expect to be
measured as a trusted
steward of their wealth.

Philosophy

Your process for wealth
stewardship must be made
clear for your ideal clientele to
see... and feel. You are able to
remind your clients of your
value while simultaneously
qualifying potential ideal
prospects.

This is the greatest time in
the history of financial
services to exude your advisor
alpha 24/7.

Omnipresence

The medium is the message.
Your value must flow through
multiple mediums to
maximize your relevance.

Topics

Becoming known for the
quality of your curiosity is
now a prerequisite for
success.
Aligning your questions and
content with conversations
that really matter will
become second nature and
create efficiency for
scalability.

The questions you ask and
the content you publish will
work together to lead to the
unique value you provide.

Questions &
Content

You must become known for
the quality of your curiosity.
The content you publish
comes from genuine
concerns and fundamental
truths.

Promising your behavior puts
you in a position to require
honest feedback from
trusted partners.

Feedback

This empowers you to expand
the breadth and depth of
your services for a truly
sustainable business model.
You can't survive without
your personal metrics.

#tangiblealpha

